Strategy: Patents

Perfect composition
When a chemical composition of multiple components has
similar or even overlapping components with the prior art,
how does the practitioner protect such inventions?

In a crowded patent field, it is difficult to patent compositions
because prior art often describes the same components or
overlapping ranges of components. Discovered benefits are
commonly dismissed by patent examiners as inherent or obvious. To
overcome these patenting difficulties, US practitioners should consider
the following practice tips.
To help illustrate, let’s assume an invention includes up to 20%
polymethacrylate (PMA) and up to 15% polyester and forms a stable
dispersion free of emulsifiers. After a prior art search, you discover
a hypthetical patent document, the Adams reference describing 1
to 30% of PMA and 1 to 27% of polyester. Example one of Adams
describes a dispersion of 15% PMA and 11% polyester that forms a
stable dispersion and is silent about emulsification.
At first glance, you might think such invention is anticipated or
obvious because the inventive ranges of PMA and polyester overlap
the described ranges and of PMA and polyester of the Adams patent
and the specific PMA and polyester amounts within example one in the
Adams patent.”1

Define compositions by a key relationship
To help improve patentability, practitioners should consider defining
compositions not just by components and ranges, but also by a
relationship between such components. In our hypothetical, for
instance, the invention could be defined by a ratio of PMA to polyester,
such as a ratio of 0.1 to 0.6, which might aid in stability.
Even if Adams does not describe the ratio, a US patent examiner
might still reject the ratio as inherent or an obvious optimisation because
Adams discloses both PMA and polyester components. Under these
circumstances, a patent examiner might rely on an ad hoc calculation,
by randomly picking amounts from Adam’s broad ranges or example
one, to suggest a ratio is taught. But does the broad disclosure of PMA
and polyester or example one of Adams render our newly defined
invention unpatentable? It depends.

Challenge examiners on obviousness
First, is the ratio inherent? When relying on a theory of inherency, the
US patent examiner must provide a factual basis or scientific reasoning
to support any conclusion that an allegedly inherent characteristic, even
if not recognised by the art, necessarily flows from the teachings of the
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art.2 In our hypothetical, even if Adams is silent on a ratio, based on the
PMA and polyester ranges in Adams and its example one composition,
a patent examiner might conclude the claimed ratio is suggested by
Adam.
However, while many patent examiners quickly jump to a conclusion
of inherency, there are limitations. Possibilities or random results are not
inherent.3 In Adams, for instance, the ratio calculated from example one
is 1.4. And the broad general ranges of PMA and polyester suggest an
almost infinite number of ratios. Thus, without more facts in Adams,
this reference does not necessarily teach a ratio of 0.1 to 0.6 because
any ratio ‘calculated’ by a patent examiner, based on Adam’s example
one, is outside our claimed range. And any other calculated ratio would
merely be a random possibility.
Secondly, is the ratio an obvious optimisation? At the US Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO), when the general conditions of a claim are
in the prior art, it is not inventive to discover optimum conditions by
routine experimentation.4 However, while many patent examiners cite
the general proposition that it is obvious to optimise a result-effective
variable, the burden is still on the patent examiner to justify that the
variable being optimised, in our case a ratio, was indeed a resulteffective variable to those of ordinary skill in the art.
In our hypothetical, however, for a ratio of PMA to polyester in
Adams to be a result-effective variable, there must be factual evidence
to support a conclusion that this ratio was known to effect some
results.5 In the context of a ratio, patent examiners may not be able to
find such evidence in the art.
Two old cases provide guidance. The first, In re Antonie,6 held that
the prior art must recognise that the ratio itself was known to affect
a particular result. During prosecution, the patent examiner cited a
reference that described components of a claimed ratio but did not
teach the ratio itself. On appeal, the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals (CCPA) reversed the USPTO stating, “[t]he USPTO... appear[s]
to argue that it would always be obvious for one of ordinary skill in the
art to try varying every parameter of a system in order to optimise the
effectiveness of the system even if there is no evidence in the record that
the prior art recognised that particular parameter affected the result.”7
Notably, Antonie stated, “Whether one would inevitably arrive at
the [claimed] ratio... depends on facts which must be read into [the
prior art]... and on assumption about the kind of motivation... All of this
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involves, at least on this record, mere speculation.”8
The second case is In re Waymouth and Koury.9 On appeal, the
CCPA overturned the Patent Office Board of Appeals. Waymouth held
a ratio nonobvious, stating, “We cannot agree with the board that
appellants’ claimed ratio was the result of obvious experimentation
since, in our judgement, any such experimentation would not have
come from within the teachings of the art.”10 Importantly, the CCPA
concluded that “the board[,] in discussing the results[,]... appears to
have completely ignored the fact that it is appellants, not [the prior art],
who have discovered that any relationship exists at all between [the
factors in the claimed ratio].”11
Thus, examiners must prove the claimed ratio, and not just
components in the ratio, were known in the art to effect a result when
justifying obvious optimisation. There are many times when examiners
do not have evidence to substantiate such conclusions.

“To help improve patentability,
practitioners should consider
defining compositions not just
by components and ranges, but
also by a relationship between
such components.”
Develop criticality for the relationship
Is claiming a ratio a magic bullet to patentability? Of course not – a
composition does not become nonobvious simply because an applicant
describes known relationships between components and results.12
When an invention is defined in terms of a ratio, practitioners
should develop evidence that such a ratio is unique, special, or critical to
aid in patentability. One way to achieve this is to demonstrate that the
claimed ratio provides unexpected results.
An unexpected result is a result different than predicted by one
of ordinary skill in the art.13 “The basic principle behind this rule is
straightforward – that which would have been surprising to a person of
ordinary skill in a particular art would not have been obvious.”14 Thus,
to help refute obviousness rejections, practitioners should consider
working with inventors when drafting an application to establish a story
that the claimed ratio provides benefits or advantages that were not
anticipated.

Have supporting data
Establishing that a ratio provides unexpected results requires more
than a statement or attorney argument. In particular, a ratio may be
patentable if an applicant can show that the relationship “produces a
new and unexpected result which is different in kind and not merely in
degree from the prior art.”15
To support unexpected results of the ratio, practitioners should
work with inventors during the drafting phase to build data sets of
comparative and inventive examples. The data could show, for instance,
that not all ratios of PMA to polyester within given component ranges
achieve stability. Perhaps a ratio of 0.6 provides stability, but a ratio of 1.2
or 3.1 does not. This story may help establish there was no expectation
that, just because PMA and polyester is in the prior art, these two
components together necessarily result in a stable composition in the
context of your client’s invention.
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Show data is consistent to the claims
Again, is the ratio and data a universal remedy to patentability?
Possibly, but challenges remain. US examiners often scrutinise data
and counter that data is not commensurate in scope with the claims.16
Thus, practitioners should ensure that supporting data is reasonably
consistent with the claim scope in context of the ratio and any ranges
of the components.
While some examiners argue supporting data must exactly match
claim end-points, supporting data does not necessarily need such
specificity. Data matching to the claims, of course, would be helpful,
but developing such coverage of a data plan is often expensive and
time consuming for the client. Establishing a discovered invention
is commensurate with claims can also be achieved at the USPTO by
(i) showing trends in the data, (ii) showing consistency between how
end-points would have performed, or (iii) being selective on how many
properties are evaluated.17
While every case is, of course, fact-specific based on the invention
and prior art, US practitioners should consider these practice tips to
better position chemical compositions for patentability.
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